DYNAMIC FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM

The present invention discloses a method, a device and a system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, belonging to a field of communication technologies. The method includes: predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells; generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell; selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

The present invention, by predicting the traffic distribution, generating the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes and performing dynamic frequency spectrum allocation, improves the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum; and by selecting the optimized frequency spectrum allocation scheme according to multiple network performance indicators, optimizes the multiple network performance indicators at the same time.
Description

[0001] The present application claims the priority of Chinese patent application No. 201110246547.6 filed in Chinese Patent Office on August 25, 2011, and entitled "METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION", the entire contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY

[0002] The present invention relates to a field of communication technologies, in particular to a method, a device and a system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In the present frequency spectrum management, frequency spectrum resources are generally allocated in a static frequency spectrum management mode, which is to determine a minimal multiplexing distance of a frequency spectrum, using a traditional frequency spectrum allocation algorithm, according to propagation attenuation and an interference tolerance index, so as to configure an appropriate frequency spectrum for each base station. In order to determine a frequency spectrum multiplexing distance, it is needed to estimate a strength of an interference between base stations by calculating the propagation attenuation of a signal, and the minimal multiplexing distance is determined according to a restrictive condition that "an estimation value of an interference strength is not bigger than an interference tolerance". Generally, the estimation value of the interference strength is needed to be added with a specific redundancy, so that the minimal multiplexing distance may suit for more network states, wherein the redundancy is usually determined according to experience. Because the interference tolerance index includes a bigger redundancy, a fixed frequency spectrum multiplexing distance determined by a static plan is longer than an actually required frequency spectrum multiplexing distance at most of the time, causing a decrease of a utilization rate of a frequency spectrum.

[0004] With the development of a communication technology, the static frequency spectrum management mode may not meet a requirement. In order to improve the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum, a dynamic frequency spectrum management method is presented to realize dynamic frequency spectrum access. Frequency spectrum widths allocated to different users through the dynamic frequency spectrum access may be changed according to a change of a network state. When a certain user releases its frequency band, other users are permitted to use the frequency band, and a frequency spectrum management device will predict a state of a network load in a next cycle according to a record of a historical network load and newly allocate an idle frequency band to a user in need according to a change of the load, so that the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum is improved.

[0005] In a process of realizing the present invention, the inventor discovers that the prior art at least has the following problem:

frequent change of the network state may bring frequent reallocation of the frequency spectrum, whereas the frequent reallocation of the frequency spectrum may affect multiple network performance indicators, and some network performance indicators may get worse when the utilization rate of the frequency spectrums is improved.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In order to improve a utilization efficiency of a frequency spectrum and optimize multiple network performance indicators at the same time, embodiments of the present invention provide a method, a device and a system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization. Technical solutions are given as follows.

[0007] A method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, including:

- predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
- generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
- selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and
- allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

[0008] A device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, including:
a predicting module, configured to predict a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
a generating module, configured to generate multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells
according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme
comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
an optimizing module, configured to select a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency
spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according
to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and
an allocating module, configured to allocate frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency
spectrum allocation scheme.

[0008] A system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, including:
the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization and base stations to which the multiple cells belong;
wherein the base stations are configured to receive frequency spectrum(s) allocated for the multiple cells by the device
for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization.

[0010] Beneficial effects brought by the technical solutions provided by the embodiments of the present invention are:

the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum is improved by predicting the traffic distribution of the terminal(s),
obtaining the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to the traffic distribution and dynamically
performing management of frequency spectrum allocation; and multiple network performance indicators are opti-
mized at the same time by selecting the frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to the current frequency
spectrum allocation scheme from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to the multiple
network performance indicators.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] To illustrate technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention more clearly, a brief introduction
on the accompanying drawings which are needed in the description of the embodiments is given below. Apparently, the
accompanying drawings in the description below are merely some of the embodiments of the present invention, based
on which other drawings can be obtained by the persons of ordinary skill in the art without any creative effort.

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by embodiment 1 of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by embodiment 2 of the
present invention;
Fig. 3 is a flowchart of obtaining multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes provided by embodiment 2 of the
present invention;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart of obtaining a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set corresponding to multiple network
performance indicators with a compromise relation provided by embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a network state provided by embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of contrast between parameters predicted by using a Holt-Winters method and actual
measurement values provided by embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of determining an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme according to expected
values of network performance indicators provided by embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of a network state corresponding to an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme
provided by embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by
embodiment 3 of the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization including a
determining module provided by embodiment 3 of the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram of a specific structure of a device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization
provided by embodiment 3 of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by
embodiment 4 of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0012] To make objectives, technical solutions and advantages of the present invention clearer, a further and detailed
description of embodiments of the present invention will be given below, in combination with the accompanying drawings.
Embodiment 1

[0013] As shown in Fig. 1, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, including the following steps.

[0014] 101: predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells.

[0015] In this step, the traffic distribution may be predicted in multiple methods such as a Holt-Winters method and a prediction method based on a historical traffic distribution. The present invention does not limit the methods used for predicting the traffic distribution of the terminal(s). Those skilled in the art may also predict the traffic distribution according to an other method capable of being used for predicting a traffic distribution of user(s), which is not limited by the present invention.

[0016] 102: generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme includes frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell.

[0017] In this step, a predictive load of each cell is calculated according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, and frequency spectrums are allocated for each cell according to the predictive load.

[0018] 103: selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located.

[0019] In this step, it is considered that network performance may be affected when the frequency spectrum allocation scheme is inappropriate. In the step 102, the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes are generated according to the predicted traffic distribution of the terminals included in the multiple cells. Because a frequency spectrum may be multiplexed, a frequency spectrum allocated for each cell may be selected, and the generated frequency spectrum allocation schemes are also different. Difference of the frequency spectrum allocation schemes may affect the network performance. If it is needed to consider multiple network performance indicators in a network operation, it is needed to consider to optimize the multiple network performance indicators at the same time, and to select a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to the multiple network performance indicators.

[0020] 104: allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

[0021] In this step, after the scheme superior to the current frequency spectrum scheme is selected according to the multiple network performance indicators, frequency spectrum allocation is performed using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

[0022] Further more, before the predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells, the method further includes:

- determining whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s); if not, predicting the traffic of the terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells.

- When a frequency spectrum allocation scheme does not accord with the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), the network performance will be affected. Therefore, it is needed in this step to determine whether current frequency spectrum allocation is suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) and if not, to predict the traffic of the terminal(s) in each cell of the multiple cells.

- Further, the determining whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s) includes:

  - acquiring an average frequency spectrum efficiency of the network in which the multiple cells are located, and determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold;

  - or,

  - acquiring an average load of the network in which the multiple cells are located, and determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average load is bigger than a preset load threshold.

[0025] The method of the embodiment of the present invention, by predicting the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell and generating the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes, performs a dynamic frequency spectrum management process and improves the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum; and, by considering the multiple network performance indicators at the same time and selecting an optimized frequency spectrum allocation scheme.
according to the multiple network performance indicators, optimizes the multiple network performance indicators at the same time.

Embodiment 2

[0026] As shown in Fig. 2, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, including the following steps.

[0027] 201: determining whether a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s).

[0028] An average frequency spectrum efficiency and an average load are the most basic indicators of network performance. If one of the average frequency spectrum efficiency and the average load does not meet a specific value, it is indicated that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme does not match with the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), and it is needed to reallocate frequency spectrums.

[0029] This step includes: determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), according to the acquired average frequency spectrum efficiency of the network in which the multiple cells are located, if it is determined that the average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold; or, determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), according to the acquired average load of the network in which the multiple cells are located, if it is determined that the average load is bigger than a preset load threshold.

[0030] Specifically, a real-time average load or average frequency spectrum efficiency of the network in which the multiple cells are located may be obtained by continuously measuring and calculating according to a parameter configuration in the network side in the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme. After the real-time average frequency spectrum efficiency or average load is acquired, it is performed to determine whether the real-time average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than the preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold or whether the average load is bigger than the preset load threshold, wherein the frequency spectrum efficiency threshold and the load threshold are decided according to specific network requirements.

[0031] If it is determined that the average frequency spectrum efficiency is really smaller than the preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold or the average load is really bigger than the preset load threshold, the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), and it is needed to predict the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell of the multiple cells to newly generate frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

[0032] If it is not determined that the average frequency spectrum efficiency is not smaller than the preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold or the average load is not bigger than the preset load threshold, it is continued to measure and calculate to obtain the real-time average load or average frequency spectrum efficiency.

[0033] 202: predicting a predictive load of each cell according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

[0034] In this step, for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, it is needed to continuously collect traffic information of each terminal in the cell. This is because service habits and movement of a terminal user cause a change of the traffic, and it is usually random that a single terminal user initiates a data transmission or moves to a certain position but a long-time statistic based on a large quantity of terminal users has obvious regularity, such as commuting routes in working days, a large traffic in business districts in daytime and a large traffic in residential districts at night, etc.

[0035] After the traffic information of each terminal in the cell is collected, the traffic distribution is predicted in a Holt-Winters method, and the predictive load of each cell is predicted according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively.

[0036] \( x_t, \ldots, x_t \) express a time sequence with a cycle \( d \), and the Holt-Winters method for predicting a value \( \hat{x}_{t+h} \) of the sequence after \( h \) time according to a current recorded sequence is:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_t &= \zeta \cdot (x_t - I_{t-d}) + (1 - \zeta) \cdot L_{t-1}, \\
I_t &= \delta \cdot (x_t - L_t) + (1 - \delta) \cdot I_{t-d}, \\
\hat{x}_{t+h} &= L_t + I_{t-d+h \mod d},
\end{align*}
\]  

wherein \( L_t \) is a part of an average value of a traffic, \( I_t \) is a part of a cyclic change value part of the traffic, the predictive value is acquired after a cyclicity of the sequence is observed, and \( 0 \leq \zeta \leq 1 \) and \( 0 \leq \delta \leq 1 \) are parameters for controlling
a smoothness degree.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, the step 202 in this embodiment includes steps 301-306.

In this step, the range of each cell in the multiple cells included in a network is divided into several pixels, which are generally regular pixels, such as squares.

[0040] 302: acquiring a current traffic of terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell.

[0041] In this step, the pixel is used as a unit for measuring and recording the traffic.

[0042] 303: predicting, for each cell, a traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel according to the current traffic of the terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell.

[0043] In this step, the recorded traffic of each pixel is counted and predicted in the Holt-Winters method, namely formula (1), to obtain a traffic distribution rule in each pixel. The traffic is counted and predicted in a cycle of 1 hour. The cycle for counting and predicting the traffic usually depends on a cycle in which the traffic changes. Generally, the traffic has different distributions at different time periods of every day, so hour-level counting and predicting are appropriate, and the counting and predicting cycle is relatively longer than a scheduling cycle (a scheduling cycle of accessing to network resources).

[0044] 304: calculating, for each cell, a predictive load parameter, a predictive noise interference parameter and a predictive propagation attenuation parameter of the cell according to the predicted traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel.

[0045] In this step, three parameters $\hat{G}_c$, $\hat{N}_c$ and $\hat{H}_{c,d}$ are introduced for the cell to predict the load of each cell, and the parameters $\hat{G}_c$, $\hat{N}_c$ and $\hat{H}_{c,d}$ express the predictive load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation parameter respectively.

$$G_c = \sum_{s \in S} \sum_{p \in P} \frac{T_{s,p} \cdot D_s}{W_{b,c} \cdot k_{sch}^{\eta} \cdot \eta^{BW}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$N_c = \sum_{s \in S} \sum_{p \in P} \frac{T_{s,p} \cdot \eta^{\text{SNR}} \cdot D_s \cdot P^a}{W_{b,c} \cdot k_{sch}^{\eta} \cdot \eta^{BW} \cdot P_c \cdot g_{c,p}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$H_{c,d} = \sum_{s \in S} \sum_{p \in P} \frac{T_{s,p} \cdot \eta^{\text{SNR}} \cdot D_s \cdot P_d \cdot g_{d,p}}{W_{b,c} \cdot k_{sch}^{\eta} \cdot \eta^{BW} \cdot P_c \cdot g_{c,p}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

[0046] $T_{s,p}$ is the number of users belonging to service $s$ in the $p$th pixel of the $c$th cell, and expresses the traffic distribution in the $p$th pixel.

[0047] 305: calculating the predictive load of each cell according to the predictive load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation parameter of each cell.

[0048] The predictive load of the cell $c$ may be obtained according to formulae (2)-(4) in this step:

$$\hat{\rho}_c = G_c \cdot f \left( N_c + \sum_{d \neq c} H_{c,d} \cdot \min \left( \hat{\rho}_d, 1 \right) \right), \quad c = 1, \ldots, C.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

wherein function $f(x) = \frac{\log(2)}{\ln(1+1/x)}$.

[0049] The predictive load of the cell may also be calculated in another method, which is given as follows specifically.

[0050] It is supposed that in a network, $M := \{1, \ldots, M\}$ expresses a terminal set, $S := \{1, \ldots, S\}$ expresses a service set, $C := \{1, \ldots, C\}$ expresses a cell set, $B := \{1, \ldots, B\}$ expresses a frequency band set, frequency band $b_c \in B$ is allocated to a certain cell $c \in C$, the width of the frequency band is $W_{b,c}$, and a corresponding interference cell set is $I_c = \{d \in C : b_d = b_c, d \neq c\}$. Service class $s \in S$ corresponds to a bandwidth requirement $D_s$ belonging to a services, and $s_m \in S$ corresponds to a bandwidth requirement $D_{s_m}$ of a certain terminal $m \in M$. The load of cells is expressed as a vector $\rho$.
The number of terminals in the cell $c$ is expressed as $M_c \subset M$, $M_c = |M_c|$. The network is divided into multiple pixels: $P := \{1, \ldots, P\}$, $P_c \subset P$ represents a set of pixels of the $c$th cell. A signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of the $m$th terminal is expressed as:

$$\gamma_m(\rho) = \frac{P_{c} \cdot g_{c,m}}{P^n + \sum_{d \in I_c} \rho_d \cdot P_d \cdot g_{d,m}}$$

wherein $P_d$ expresses a transmitting power of each PRB (Physical Resource Block, physical resource block), $g_{d,m}$ expresses a channel gain from the $d$th cell to the $m$th terminal, and $P^n$ expresses a noise power. According to a Shannon formula, the bandwidth per hertz of the $m$th terminal is:

$$R_m(\rho) = k_c^{\text{scheduling}} \cdot \eta^{\text{BW}} \cdot \log_2 \left( 1 + \gamma_m(\rho) / \eta^{\text{SINR}} \right)$$

wherein $k_c^{\text{scheduling}}$ is a scheduling gain of the user terminal $m$ in the cell $c$, $\eta^{\text{BW}}$ and $\eta^{\text{SINR}}$ are model correction parameters.

Because formula (7) is an approximate expression, the two parameters are introduced after actual measurement to correct approximate errors. According to formula (7), the bandwidth required to be allocated to the $m$th user terminal by the $c$th cell is:

$$W_m(\rho) = \frac{D_m}{R_m(\rho)}$$

thus, a predictive load $\hat{\rho}_c$ and a real load $\rho_c$ of the $c$th cell may be calculated as follows:

$$\hat{\rho}_c(\rho) = \frac{\sum_{m \in M_c} W_m(\rho)}{W_{\text{base}}(\rho)}$$

$$\rho_c = \min(\hat{\rho}_c, 1)$$
Multiple network performance indicators have a compromise relation at most of the time. For example, because inappropriate frequency spectrum allocation or insufficiency of frequency spectrum resources easily causes call drop or block, it is needed to change the frequency spectrum allocation to optimize the call drop and block rate; but a dynamic frequency spectrum management process of changing frequency spectrum allocation on frequency spectrums of some cells is performed too frequently, services running in these cells may be affected (interrupted or delayed); considering from feeling of users, the service interruption or delay rate is needed to be controlled within a reasonable range, thus the call drop and block rate (CDBR) and the service interruption or delay rate (SI) have the compromise relation.

When multiple network performance indicators with the compromise relation are being optimized, it is needed to determine an optimal compromise point among the multiple network performance indicators with the compromise relation, and to find a corresponding relation between all the network performance indicators with the compromise relation as much as possible. Therefore, the present embodiment provides a Pareto Front set, in which frequency spectrum allocation schemes are all optimized frequency spectrum allocation schemes, and are not distinguished in advantages and disadvantages for the multiple network performance indicators with the compromise relation (for example, in frequency spectrum allocation scheme 1, the CDBR indicator is slightly higher, and the SI indicator is slightly lower; in frequency spectrum allocation scheme 2, the CDBR indicator is slightly lower, and the SI indicator is slightly higher; and influences of the frequency spectrum allocation scheme 1 and the frequency spectrum allocation scheme 2 on the network performance are equivalent). The Pareto Front set may be used for describing the corresponding relation of the multiple network performance indicators with the compromise relation, and the set is determined using the genetic algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 4, determining the Pareto Front set using the genetic algorithm includes steps 401-409.

401: determining whether a compromise relation exists between any two network performance indicators of at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located to obtain the network performance indicators with the compromise relation.

At least two network performance indicators needed to be improved are preset in the present embodiment. The CDBR and the SI are taken as an example for illustration in the present embodiment, but which network performance indicators (KPIs) are preset or their definitions are not limited. Other network performance indicators (KPIs) may be preset according to a requirement of the network, which all apply to the method of the present invention. Multiple network performance indicators with the compromise relation may be found according to existing experience or physical definitions of network performance indicators (KPIs).

A definition of the call drop and block rate (CDBR, Call Drop and Block Rate) network performance indicator (KPI) is expressed as:

\[
f_{\text{CDBR}}(\rho, M) = \sum_{c \in C} \max \left( \frac{1 - \frac{1}{\rho_c}}{\rho_c}, 0 \right) \cdot M_c 
\]

(11)

A definition of the service interruption (SI, Service Interruption) network performance indicator is shown in formula (12). The definition of the SI may also include a more complex parameter, such as a service QoS parameter.

\[
f_{\text{SI}}(b, b^{\text{pre}}, M) = \sum_{c \in C} \frac{(b_c \neq b^{\text{pre}})}{M_c} 
\]

(12)

\(b^{\text{pre}}_c\) expresses a previous frequency spectrum configuration of a cell, and \(b\) expresses a current frequency spectrum configuration.

402: constituting a present generation by using each of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes as an individual of the present generation.

403: when a preset cyclic condition is not satisfied, repeatedly performing the following steps till the cyclic
The preset cyclic condition is that a preset time is up or an error exceeds a preset error, or may be an other end condition, which is set according to a requirement, and the preset cyclic condition is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention.

404: for each individual in the present generation, predicting values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when the individual is used.

405: a selector selects elite individuals in the present generation according to the predicted values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when each individual is used.

406: a crossover processor selects multiple individuals in the present generation and performs crossover to the selected multiple individuals to obtain crossover individuals.

407: a mutation processor selects multiple individuals in the present generation and performs random disturbance to the selected multiple individuals to generate mutation individuals.

408: constituting the elite individuals, the crossover individuals and the mutation individuals into a next generation, and entering a next cycle by taking the next generation as a present generation newly.

409: taking a current next generation obtained after cycles end as a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set.

A pseudo code list for specifically performing the genetic algorithm using formulae (11) and (12) as definitions of the network performance indicators in the present embodiment is shown in table 1. A pseudo code list of a crossover function (Crossover) is shown in table 2. A pseudo code list of a mutation function (Mutation) is shown in table 3.
Algorithm 1. NSGA-II

14: $P_{t+1}' = \text{Selection}(P_{t+1})$
   // randomly selecting half of the individuals from $P_{t+1}$
15: $P_{t+1}^{\text{xover}} = \text{Crossover}(P_{t+1}')$
   // performing crossover to the individuals in $P_{t+1}'$
16: $P_{t+1}^{\text{mutation}} = \text{Mutation}(P_{t+1}')$
   // performing mutation to the individuals in $P_{t+1}'$
17: $Q_{t+1} = [P_{t+1}^{\text{xover}} \quad P_{t+1}^{\text{mutation}}]$
   // a next generation consists of $P_{t+1}^{\text{xover}}$ and $P_{t+1}^{\text{mutation}}$
18: $t = t+1$
19: \textbf{end} 20: \textbf{return} NondominatedSolutions($P_t, Q_t$) // returning to the Pareto Front set

Algorithm 2. Load-based crossover

\textbf{Input:} parent generation frequency spectrum allocation schemes $b' = (b'_1, ..., b'_C)$, $b'' = (b''_1, ..., b''_C)$ and corresponding loads $\rho' = (\rho'_1, ..., \rho'_C)$, $\rho'' = (\rho''_1, ..., \rho''_C)$, $H$ obtained according to formula (4) and an average number of neighboring individuals $\alpha$

\textbf{Output:} a next generation frequency spectrum allocation scheme $b = (b_1, ..., b_C)$ generated through crossover

1: $d : \rho'_d - \rho''_d = \min(\rho'_1 - \rho''_1, ..., \rho'_C - \rho''_C)$
   // finding out a cell $d$ with proximate load performance in the two frequency spectrum allocation schemes $b'$ and $b''$
2: $b = b''$
3: $b_d = b'_d$
   // an offspring generation individual $b$ inherits frequency spectrum allocation from the parent generation individual $b'$ except the frequency spectrum allocation of the cell $d$, and inherits frequency spectrum(s) of the cell $d$ from the parent generation individual $b''$
4: $K = \max(\min(\alpha + \text{randn}, C), 1)$
   // the offspring generation individual inherits frequency spectrum(s) of $K$ cells around the cell $d$ from parent generation $b'$, and generally $K$ is a random variable of which the average value is $\alpha$
5: $N_{\delta} \subset C : |N_{\delta}| = K$, $H_{d,n} \geq H_{d,m} : \min(\rho'_n, 1) \geq \min(\rho'_m, 1), \forall n \in N_{\delta}, \forall m \in C \setminus \{N_{\delta}\}$
   // determining $K$ neighboring cells with the biggest interference to the cell $d$
6: \textbf{for} $n = N_{\delta}$ \textbf{do}
7: $b_n = b'_n$
8: \textbf{end}
9: \textbf{return} $b$
### Algorithm 3. Hybrid mutation

**Input:** a parent generation frequency spectrum allocation scheme \( b' = (b'_1, \ldots, b'_c) \) and a corresponding load \( (\rho'_1, \ldots, \rho'_c) \), Fitness function, a ratio of cells with mutation \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \) and a local search parameter \( 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1 \)

**Output:** an offspring generation frequency spectrum allocation scheme
\[ b = (b_1, \ldots, b_C) \]

1: if \( y + \text{rand} > 1 \)

// if the condition is satisfied, performing local search
2: \( b = b' \)

// initializing an offspring generation individual using a parent generation individual
3: \( s_1, \ldots, s_C = \text{sort}(\rho_1', \ldots, \rho_C') \)

// ranking all cells according to the load from big to small
4: \( \text{for } c = s_1, \ldots, s_C \)

// traversing from a cell with the biggest load
5: \( \text{for } b_c = 1, \ldots, B \)
6: \( f_{b_c} = \text{Fitness}(b) \)

// traversing all frequency bands for the cell \( c \)
7: \( \text{end} \)
8: \( b_c : f_{b_c} = \min(f_1, \ldots, f_B) \)

// endowing the cell \( c \) with a frequency spectrum with the optimal fitness
9: \( \text{end} \)
10: else

// random mutation
11: \( \text{for } c = 1, \ldots, C \)
12: \( \text{if } \text{rand} > \beta \)
13: \( b_c = \text{randi}(B) \)
14: \( \text{end} \)
15: \( \text{end} \)
16: \( \text{end} \)
17: return \( b \)
After the optimized frequency spectrum allocation scheme set corresponding to all the network performance indicators with the compromise relation is acquired, all the frequency spectrum allocation schemes in the set are superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme. When limit of an actual application is considered, the optimal allocation scheme may be finally determined. In this step, the preset expected values of the at least two network performance indicators are taken as a reference point, and for each frequency spectrum allocation scheme in the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set, predictive values of the at least two network performance indicators when the frequency spectrum allocation scheme is used are predicted. The present embodiment performs calculation in a reference point method to find out a frequency spectrum allocation scheme making the distance between the predictive values of the network performance indicators and the reference point that the expected values of the network performance indicators are used as the shortest; and selects the frequency spectrum allocation scheme corresponding to the predictive values of the network performance indicators having the shortest distance with the reference point as the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme. Specifically, the reference point method is based on the expected values of the network performance indicators (KPIs) of an operator. For example, for two KPIs, CDBR defined by formula (11) and SI defined by formula (12), the operator generally have expected values according to experience and a requirement of ensuring the quality of service of the network. Typically, $z_{CDBR} = 0$ and $z_{SI} = 0$, and $z = (z_{CDBR}, z_{SI})$ is used as the reference point of the values of the network performance indicators (KPIs). In the presence of more than two KPIs, $z = (z_1, z_2, z_3...)$ is obtained as the reference point of the values of the network performance indicators (KPIs) according to expected values of the more than two network performance indicators (KPIs).

In an embodiment of the present invention, the constraint between the reference point and the expected frequency spectrum allocation scheme is realized through formula (13) using the reference point method.

$$\min \max_{i=1,..,K} \left[ w_i(f_i(x) - z_i) \right]$$

s.t. $x \in S$  

(13)

$x$ expresses a frequency spectrum allocation scheme, $f_i(x)$ expresses the predictive values of the network performance indicators predicted by the frequency spectrum allocation scheme, and $S$ expresses frequency spectrum allocation schemes in the Pareto Front set.

Formula (13) converts a multi-target optimization problem into a single-target optimization problem depending on the reference point.

If only two network performance indicators (CDBR and SI) are considered, the problem of formula (13) is equivalent to $W_{CDBR}(f_{CDBR}(x) - z_{CDBR}) = W_{SI}(f_{SI}(x) - z_{SI})$.

On a plane $(f_{CDBR}(x), f_{SI}(x))$ using the network performance indicator CDBR as a horizontal axis and using the network performance indicator SI as a longitudinal axis, the optimization problem is a straight line passing through a reference point $(z_{CDBR}, z_{SI})$, of which the slope is determined by $(w_{CDBR} - w_{SI})$, wherein $(w_{CDBR}, w_{SI})$ is weight values of the network performance indicators and is determined according to the expected values of the network performance indicators. In an embodiment of the present invention, the expected values of the network performance indicators are equal and weights are also equal, so the slope is 1. According to a crossing point of the straight line and the predictive values of the network performance indicators predicted by the frequency spectrum allocation schemes in the Pareto Front set, the optimal solution of the optimization problem described by problem (13) may be determined, which is referred to the point in a circle in Fig. 7, namely the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme obtained according to formula (13) and the expected values of the network performance indicators. Frequency spectrum allocation is performed using the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme. When three network performance indicators (KPIs) are considered, the problem of formula (13) is equivalent to solving the maximized minimum of formula (13) when $k$ is equal to 3, and the solution may be performed using an existing mathematical method.

Selecting the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme may also be solved in other methods. Referring to a fitting curve in Fig. 7, the optimal solution is obtained using a weight sum method, taking a curve as an approximate curve of the predictive values of the network performance indicators predicted by the frequency spectrum allocation schemes in the Pareto Front set. All points on the curve in Fig. 7 may be used as values of the optimal points, and are frequency spectrum allocation schemes optimizing the network performance in comparison with the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme. However, apparently, the network performances among these points are greatly different, for example, the point in a rhombus on the curve of Fig. 7, positioned on the lower right corner of the curve, has a big difference in the values of the network performance indicators from points on the upper left corner of the curve, and the big difference between the values of the network performance indicators at different time may cause instability of the
As shown in Fig. 5, considering a network consisting of 37 cells actually, cell 5 and cell 26 are heavy-load cells of which the average user number is 100, the other cells are non-heavy-load cells of which the average user number is 20, and all users use 512k constant rate services. The network initially allocates frequency spectrums in a mode of multiplexing 3 (namely, 3 frequency spectrum may be multiplexed), and the virtual load of a cell is marked beside the sequence number of the cell in the condition of frequency spectrum multiplexing 3. The virtual load is a load requested by a user; and when the virtual load is bigger than 1, it is indicated that the cell is overloaded. For example, the virtual loads of both the cell 5 and the cell 26 shown in Fig. 5 are 1.4, thus the cell 5 and the cell 26 are overloaded cells and may occur serious cell drop and block; and it is determined that the average frequency spectrum efficiency and the average load of the cell 5 and the cell 26 do not match with the traffic distribution of the terminals in the network, and it is needed to reallocate the frequency spectrums.

By collecting the traffic information of terminal users, change rules of the traffic of the terminal users are obtained as follows: the terminal users are mainly centralized in cells 18, 20, 7 and 28 at 0am-8am every day; the terminal users gradually move from these cells to cells 30, 17, 3 and 33 at 8am-12pm; the terminal users are mainly centralized in cells 30, 17, 3 and 33 at 12pm-8pm; and the terminal users gradually move to cells 18, 20, 7 and 28 at 8am-12am.

In the present invention, the traffic distribution of the next cycle is predicted in the Holt-Winters method, and contrast between predictive values and actual values is obtained as shown in Fig. 6, wherein the light solid line expresses the actual values of the traffic distribution, and the dark solid line expresses the predictive values of the traffic distribution. It can be seen that a distribution rule obtained through prediction is accordant with a distribution rule of the actual values. The dotted line expresses a part of an average value of the traffic in the predicting process, and the dash line expresses a part of a cyclic change value of the traffic.

The result of the optimal solution determined using the Pareto Front generated by the present invention and the reference point method of the present invention, namely formula (13) together is shown in Fig. 7, wherein the discrete diamonds are the predictive values of the network performance indicators calculated in the frequency spectrum allocation schemes in the Pareto Front set, and the diamond in the circle expresses the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme obtained according to the reference point method.

A network state schematic program obtained by performing allocation using the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme is shown in Fig. 8, from which it can be seen that the loads of the heavy-load cells 5 and 26 have decreased.

The method of the embodiment of the present invention, by determining whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminals to determine whether it is needed to perform a frequency spectrum reallocation process, and when it is determined that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminals, predicting the traffic distribution of the terminals and generating the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes, performs a dynamic frequency spectrum management process, and improves the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum; and by selecting a set of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme using the genetic algorithm according to multiple network performance indicators at the same time, and selecting the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the set according to the expected values of the network performance indicators, achieves an objective of optimizing the multiple network performance indicators at the same time.

Embodiment 3

As shown in Fig. 9, an embodiment of the present invention provides a device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, and the device includes:

- a predicting module 901, configured to predict a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
- a generating module 902, configured to generate multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
- an optimizing module 903, configured to select a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and
- an allocating module 904, configured to allocate frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

As shown in Fig. 10, the device further includes a determining module 905, configured to determine whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s), and predict the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in the condition that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for...
the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) to generate a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set of a next cycle.

[0088] As shown in Fig. 11, the determining module 905 further includes:

- an acquiring unit 9051, configured to acquire an average frequency spectrum efficiency and an average load of the network in real time;
- the module performs measuring and calculating to obtain the real-time average load or average frequency spectrum efficiency according to a parameter configuration in the network side in the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme;
- and a determining unit 9052, configured to determine that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), if it is determined, according to the average frequency spectrum efficiency of the network in which the multiple cells are located acquired by the acquiring unit 9051, that the average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold; or
to determine that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s), if it is determined, according to the average load of the network in which the multiple cells are located acquired by the acquiring unit 9051, that the average load is bigger than a preset load threshold.

[0089] In the present embodiment, the generating module 902 is configured to predict a predictive load of each cell according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes. As shown in Fig. 11, the generating module 902 further includes:

- a dividing unit 9021, configured to divide each cell of the multiple cells into at least one pixel;
- an acquiring unit 9022, configured to acquire a current traffic of terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- a predicting unit 9023, configured to predict for each cell, a traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel according to the current traffic of the terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- a first calculating unit 9024, configured to calculate, for each cell, a predictive load parameter, a predictive noise interference parameter and a predictive propagation attenuation parameter of the cell according to the predicted traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel;
- a second calculating unit 9025, configured to calculate the predictive load of each cell according to the predictive load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation parameter of each cell; and
- a generating unit 9026, configured to allocate the frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to generate the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

[0090] As shown in Fig. 11, the optimizing module 903 includes:

- a first optimizing unit 9031, configured to select multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes using a genetic algorithm, according to the at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located, to obtain a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set; and
- a second optimizing unit 9032, configured to select an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set according to expected values of the at least two network performance indicators.

[0091] The first optimizing unit is configured to determine whether a compromise relation exists between any two network performance indicators of the at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located to obtain network performance indicators with the compromise relation;
to constitute a present generation by using each of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes as an individual of the present generation;
when a preset cyclic condition is not satisfied, to repeatedly perform the following steps till the cyclic condition is satisfied:

- to predict, for each individual in the present generation, values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when the individual is used;
- to select, by a selector, elite individuals in the present generation according to the predicted values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when each individual is used;
- to select multiple individuals in the present generation and perform crossover to the selected multiple individuals, by a crossover processor, to obtain crossover individuals;
to select multiple individuals in the present generation and perform random disturbance to the selected multiple individuals, by a mutation processor, to generate mutation individuals;

to constitute the elite individuals, the crossover individuals and the mutation individuals into a next generation, and enter a next cycle by taking the next generation as a present generation newly; and

to take a current next generation obtained after cycles end as the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set.

[0092] The second optimizing unit is configured to take preset expected values of the at least two network performance indicators as a reference point, and for each frequency spectrum allocation scheme in the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set, predict predictive values of the at least two network performance indicators when the frequency spectrum allocation scheme is used;

to perform calculation in a reference point method to find out a frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance between the predictive values of the network performance indicators and the expected values of the network performance indicators; and

to select the frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance as the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

[0093] The second optimizing unit is further configured to in the case of two network performance indicators, a frequency spectrum allocation scheme determined by a crossing point of a straight line which passes through the reference point and of which the slope is determined by weights of the network performance indicators, and the predictive values of the network performance indicators on a plane consisting of the predictive values of the two network performance indicators, wherein the weights of the network performance indicators are given values.

[0094] The device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by the embodiment of the present invention may be an entity for controlling multiple base stations in the network, such as a base station controller or a frequency spectrum management server. The network selects the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme through the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization to perform frequency spectrum allocation.

[0095] The device of the embodiment of the present invention, by acquiring the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell and generating the frequency spectrum allocation schemes, performs a dynamic frequency spectrum management process and improves the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum; and, by considering the multiple network performance indicators at the same time and selecting the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme according to the multiple network performance indicators, optimizes the multiple network performance indicators at the same time.

[0096] It shall be noted that, when the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by the above-mentioned embodiment performs frequency spectrum management, it is only be illustrated by taking the division of the above-mentioned respective function module as an example, and in an actual application, the above-mentioned functions may be allocated to different function modules to be implemented according to a requirement, this is, the inner structure of the device is divided into different function modules to implement all of or a part of the functions described above. In addition, the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization provided by the above-mentioned embodiment belongs to the same concept with the embodiment of the method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, of which the specific implementing process is referred to the embodiment of the method, and will not be described redundantly herein.

Embodiment 4

[0097] As shown in Fig. 12, an embodiment of the present invention provides a system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, and the system includes:

a device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization 1201 and base stations 1202 to which multiple cells belong; wherein the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization 1201 includes:

a predicting module, configured to predict a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
a generating module, configured to generate multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
an optimizing module, configured to select a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and an allocating module, configured to allocate frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

[0098] The base stations 1202 are configured to receive frequency spectrum(s) allocated for the multiple cells by the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization.
Further, the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization 1201 includes a determining module, configured to determine whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s), and predict the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in the condition that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) to generate a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set of a next cycle.

The device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization 1201 has the same functions as the device in embodiment 3, and the structure and the function of each of the included predicting module, generating module, optimizing module, allocating module and determining module have been illustrated in details in embodiment 3, which are not described redundantly herein. The specific process for selecting the frequency spectrum allocation scheme by the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization 1201 may be referred to the methods used in embodiments 1 and 2.

For the base stations 1202 to which the multiple cells belong, it may be that one cell in the multiple cells corresponds to one base station, and it may also be that a few cells in the multiple cells correspond to one base station together. For example, when the multiple cells are 3 cells, it may be that cell 1, cell 2 and cell 3 correspond to base station 1, base station 2 and base station 3 respectively, and there are totally 3 base stations; and it may also be that cell 1 and cell 2 correspond to base station 1 together, cell 3 corresponds to base station 2, and there are totally 2 base stations. This example is merely used for illustration, and the embodiment of the present invention does not limit the corresponding relation between the cells and the base stations.

The system of the embodiment of the present invention, by predicting the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell and generating the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes through the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, performs a dynamic frequency spectrum management process and improves the utilization rate of the frequency spectrum; and, by considering the multiple network performance indicators at the same time, selecting the optimized frequency spectrum allocation scheme according to the multiple network performance indicators, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells, and receiving the frequency spectrum(s) allocated for the multiple cells through the base stations, realizes optimizing the multiple network performance indicators at the same time.

It should be appreciated for those of ordinary skill in the art that all of or a part of the steps in the above-mentioned embodiments may be implemented with hardware, and may also be implemented with a program instructing corresponding hardware. The program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, and the above-mentioned storage medium may be a read-only memory, a magnetic disk, an optical disk, or the like.

The foregoing descriptions are merely preferred embodiments of the present invention, rather than limiting the present invention. Any modification, equivalent alteration, improvement or the like made within the spirit and principle of the present invention shall fall into the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, comprising:
   - predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
   - generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
   - selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and
   - allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

2. The method of claim 1, before the predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells, further comprising:
   - determining whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s);
   - if not, predicting the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell of the multiple cells.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the determining whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s) comprises:
   - acquiring an average frequency spectrum efficiency of the network in which the multiple cells are located, and
   - determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the
traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold; or, acquiring an average load of the network in which the multiple cells are located, and determining that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average load is bigger than a preset load threshold.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell comprises:

predicting a predictive load of each cell according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the predicting a predictive load of each cell according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, and the allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes comprise:

- dividing each cell of the multiple cells into at least one pixel;
- acquiring a current traffic of terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- predicting, for each cell, a traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel according to the current traffic of the terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- calculating, for each cell, a predictive load parameter, a predictive noise interference parameter and a predictive propagation attenuation parameter of the cell according to the predicted traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel;
- calculating the predictive load of each cell according to the predictive load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation parameter of each cell; and
- allocating the frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to generate the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located comprises:

- selecting multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes using a genetic algorithm, according to the at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located, to obtain a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set; and
- selecting an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set according to expected values of the at least two network performance indicators.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the selecting multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes using a genetic algorithm, according to the at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located, to obtain a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set comprises:

- determining whether a compromise relation exists between any two network performance indicators of the at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located to obtain network performance indicators with the compromise relation; and
- constituting a present generation by using each of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes as an individual of the present generation; when a preset cyclic condition is not satisfied, repeatedly performing the following steps till the cyclic condition is satisfied:

- predicting, for each individual in the present generation, values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when the individual is used;
- selecting, by a selector, elite individuals in the present generation according to the predicted values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when each individual is used;
selecting multiple individuals in the present generation and performing crossover to the selected multiple individuals, by a crossover processor, to obtain crossover individuals;
selecting multiple individuals in the present generation and performing random disturbance to the selected multiple individuals, by a mutation processor, to generate mutation individuals;
constituting the elite individuals, the crossover individuals and the mutation individuals into a next generation, and entering a next cycle by taking the next generation as a present generation newly;
taking a current next generation obtained after cycles end as the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the selecting an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set according to expected values of the at least two network performance indicators comprises:

taking preset expected values of the at least two network performance indicators as a reference point, and for each frequency spectrum allocation scheme in the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set, predicting predictive values of the at least two network performance indicators when the frequency spectrum allocation scheme is used;
performing calculation in a reference point method to find out a frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance between the predictive values of the network performance indicators and the expected values of the network performance indicators; and
selecting the frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance as the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the performing calculation in a reference point method to find out a frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance between the predictive values of the network performance indicators and the expected values of the network performance indicators comprises:
in the case of two network performance indicators, a frequency spectrum allocation scheme determined by a crossing point of a straight line which passes through the reference point and of which the slope is determined by weights of the network performance indicators, and the predictive values of the network performance indicators on a plane consisting of the predictive values of the two network performance indicators, wherein the weights of the network performance indicators are given values.

10. A device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, comprising:

   a predicting module, configured to predict a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells;
   a generating module, configured to generate multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme comprises frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell;
   an optimizing module, configured to select a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located; and
   an allocating module, configured to allocate frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

11. The device of claim 10, further comprising:

   a determining module, configured to determine whether the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s); wherein if not, the predicting module is configured to predict the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell of the multiple cells.

12. The device of claim 11, wherein the determining module comprises:

   an acquiring unit, configured to acquire an average frequency spectrum efficiency or an average load of the network; and
   a determining unit, configured to determine whether the average frequency spectrum efficiency is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold, and to determine that the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average frequency spectrum efficiency
is smaller than a preset frequency spectrum efficiency threshold; or
to determine whether the average load is bigger than a preset load threshold, and to determine that the current
frequency spectrum allocation scheme is not suitable for the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) if the average
load is bigger than a preset load threshold.

13. The device of claim 10, wherein the generating module is configured to predict a predictive load of each cell according
to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the
multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain the multiple frequency spectrum allocation
schemes.

14. The device of claim 13, wherein the generation module further comprises:

- a dividing unit, configured to divide each cell of the multiple cells into at least one pixel;
- an acquiring unit, configured to acquire a current traffic of terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- a predicting unit, configured to predict for each cell, a traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel according
to the current traffic of the terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell;
- a first calculating unit, configured to calculate, for each cell, a predictive load parameter, a predictive noise
interference parameter and a predictive propagation attenuation parameter of the cell according to the predicted
traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel;
- a second calculating unit, configured to calculate the predictive load of each cell according to the predictive
load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation param-
eter of each cell; and
- a generating unit, configured to allocate the frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive
load of each cell to generate the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes.

15. The device of claim 10, wherein the optimizing module comprises:

- a first optimizing unit, configured to select multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the
current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allo-
cation schemes using a genetic algorithm, according to the at least two network performance indicators of the
network in which the multiple cells are located, to obtain a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set; and
- a second optimizing unit, configured to select an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the fre-
quency spectrum allocation scheme set according to expected values of the at least two network performance
indicators.

16. The device of claim 15, wherein the first optimizing unit is configured to determine whether a compromise relation
exists between any two network performance indicators of the at least two network performance indicators of the
network in which the multiple cells are located to obtain network performance indicators with the compromise relation;
to constitute a present generation by using each of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes as an
individual of the present generation;
when a preset cyclic condition is not satisfied, to repeatedly perform the following steps till the cyclic condition is satisfied:

- to predict, for each individual in the present generation, values of the network performance indicators with the
compromise relation when the individual is used;
- to select, by a selector, elite individuals in the present generation according to the predicted values of the network
performance indicators with the compromise relation when each individual is used;
- to select multiple individuals in the present generation and perform crossover to the selected multiple individuals,
by a crossover processor, to obtain crossover individuals;
- to select multiple individuals in the present generation and perform random disturbance to the selected multiple
individuals, by a mutation processor, to generate mutation individuals;
- to constitute the elite individuals, the crossover individuals and the mutation individuals into a next generation,
and enter a next cycle by taking the next generation as a present generation newly; and
- to take a current next generation obtained after cycles end as the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set.

17. The device of claim 15, wherein the second optimizing unit is configured to take preset expected values of the at
least two network performance indicators as a reference point, and for each frequency spectrum allocation scheme
in the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set, predict predictive values of the at least two network performance
indicators when the frequency spectrum allocation scheme is used;
to perform calculation in a reference point method to find out a frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance between the predictive values of the network performance indicators and the expected values of the network performance indicators; and
to select the frequency spectrum allocation scheme with the shortest distance as the optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme.

18. The device of claim 17, wherein the second optimizing unit is further configured to in the case of two network performance indicators, a frequency spectrum allocation scheme determined by a crossing point of a straight line which passes through the reference point and of which the slope is determined by weights of the network performance indicators, and the predictive values of the network performance indicators on a plane consisting of the predictive values of the two network performance indicators, wherein the weights of the network performance indicators are given values.

19. A system for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization, comprising the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization of any one of claims 10-18 and base stations to which the multiple cells belong; wherein the base stations are configured to receive frequency spectrum(s) allocated for the multiple cells by the device for dynamic frequency spectrum optimization.
predicting a traffic distribution of terminal(s) in each cell of multiple cells

generating multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes for the multiple cells according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell, wherein each frequency spectrum allocation scheme includes frequency spectrum(s) allocated for each cell

selecting a frequency spectrum allocation scheme superior to a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes according to at least two network performance indicators of a network in which the multiple cells are located

allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells using the selected frequency spectrum allocation scheme

FIG. 1
determining whether a current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of multiple cells is suitable for a traffic distribution of terminal(s)

predicting a predictive load of each cell according to the traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each cell respectively, and allocating frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to obtain multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes

selecting multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes superior to the current frequency spectrum allocation scheme of the multiple cells from the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes using a genetic algorithm, according to at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located, to obtain a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set

selecting an optimal frequency spectrum allocation scheme from the frequency spectrum allocation scheme set according to expected values of the at least two network performance indicators

FIG. 2
dividing each cell of the multiple cells into at least one pixel

acquiring a current traffic of terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell

predicting, for each cell, a traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel according to the current traffic of the terminal(s) in each pixel of each cell

calculating, for each cell, a predictive load parameter, a predictive noise interference parameter and a predictive propagation attenuation parameter of the cell according to the predicted traffic distribution of the terminal(s) in each pixel

calculating the predictive load of each cell according to the predictive load parameter, the predictive noise interference parameter and the predictive propagation attenuation parameter of each cell

allocating the frequency spectrum(s) for the multiple cells according to the predictive load of each cell to generate the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes

FIG. 3
determining whether a compromise relation exists between any two network performance indicators of at least two network performance indicators of the network in which the multiple cells are located to obtain the network performance indicators with the compromise relation

constituting a present generation by using each of the multiple frequency spectrum allocation schemes as an individual of the present generation

when a preset cyclic condition is not satisfied, repeatedly performing the following steps till the cyclic condition is satisfied

for each individual in the present generation, predicting values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when the individual is used

a selector selects elite individuals in the present generation according to the predicted values of the network performance indicators with the compromise relation when each individual is used

a crossover processor selects multiple individuals in the present generation and performs crossover to the selected multiple individuals to obtain crossover individuals

a mutation processor selects multiple individuals in the present generation and performs random disturbance to the selected multiple individuals to generate mutation individuals

constituting the elite individuals, the crossover individuals and the mutation individuals into a next generation, and entering a next cycle by taking the next generation as a present generation newly

taking a current next generation obtained after cycles end as a frequency spectrum allocation scheme set

FIG. 4
FIG. 7
FIG. 11

FIG. 12
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